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Abstract
Context: Learning can be regarded as knowledge construction in which prior knowledge and
experience serve as basis for the learners to expand their knowledge base. Such a process of
knowledge construction has to take place continuously in order to enhance the learners’ competence in
a competitive working environment. As the information consumers, the individual users demand
personalised information provision which meets their own specific purposes, goals, and expectations.
Objectives: The current methods in requirements engineering are capable of modelling the common
user’s behaviour in the domain of knowledge construction. The users’ requirements can be represented
as a case in the defined structure which can be reasoned to enable the requirements analysis. Such
analysis needs to be enhanced so that personalised information provision can be tackled and modelled.
However, there is a lack of suitable modelling methods to achieve this end. This paper presents a new
ontological method for capturing individual user’s requirements and transforming the requirements
onto personalised information provision specifications. Hence the right information can be provided to
the right user for the right purpose.
Method: An experiment was conducted based on the qualitative method. A medium size of group of
users participated to validate the method and its techniques, i.e. articulates, maps, configures, and
learning content. The results were used as the feedback for the improvement.
Result: The research work has produced an ontology model with a set of techniques which support the
functions for profiling user’s requirements, reasoning requirements patterns, generating workflow
from norms, and formulating information provision specifications.
Conclusion: The current requirements engineering approaches provide the methodical capability for
developing solutions. Our research outcome, i.e. the ontology model with the techniques, can further
enhance the RE approaches for modelling the individual user’s needs and discovering the user’s
requirements.
Keywords: user requirements profiling, personalised information provision, requirements pattern
matching, case-based requirements reasoning, norms

1. Introduction
Learning is a process of knowledge construction in which users deploy information from various
sources to achieve personal learning goals. In the process the user is engaged with the inquiry by
applying their cognitive styles and background knowledge as well as sharing the experience in the
learning community [1, 2]. To support effectively the knowledge construction, one of the critical
success factors is to provide the right information in the right format for the right user [3]. Such
information provision requires the precise understanding of the user’s needs which can be represented
in a requirements model. In order to achieve this goal, the requirements engineering (RE) and
knowledge management (KM) can aid the requirements analysis and modelling. Various modelling
methods, from structured to object-oriented, and from soft to formal, are widely used for requirements
analysis [4, 5]. They facilitate the requirements engineering activities for developing domain
descriptions. Within a scoped domain of application, the functional behaviour of stakeholders and
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their interaction with the information system can be defined. Furthermore, the information required by
the stakeholders can be represented in the data models which support the data manipulation. These
techniques are useful for the domain where the problems are well understood. For the problem
domains with a greater degree of ambiguity and subjectivity, ontology modelling from KM is
considered suitable to enhance the capability of requirements analysis [6, 7]. The ontology model can
explicitly capture the domain concepts, social relationships, and temporal aspects as well as cultural
constraints in social experiences [8, 9]. However, the analysis results produced by these methods are
normally represented not in an integrated manner.
To address these issues, this research extends the work done in [7] by developing a new method
which enables the complex information provision services to be represented in an ontology model. In
this model, a number of techniques perform the analysis of 1) articulating users needs and capturing
the user requirements in a profile; 2) mapping the user requirements onto information dimensions in
an information space through a reasoning process; 3) configuring the dimensions of the information
space in to information provision specifications; and 4) organising information objects in a repository
to enable information provision specifications, discovering and retrieving suitable content. The
method defines constraints through a norm construct which systemically controls the information
provision process.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: section 2 discusses the complexity of
modelling personalised users’ requirements. The characteristics of information provision to support
effective knowledge construction is also described in relation to the specific information processing
means. The suitability of using case-based reasoning (CBR) is examined for an appropriate reuse of
the user requirements in the repository. Section 3 details the method and techniques which facilitate
the requirements analysis process. Section 4 validates the method by applying it through a case study
and section 5 draws conclusion and recommendations for further work.
2. Related work
The information provision for personalised knowledge construction has been addressed by
Constructivism [10, 11, 12] and Semiotics [13, 14]. From their perspectives, learning is driven by the
user in a situated environment. The requirements elicitation and analysis, therefore, should focus on
understanding user’s behaviour and identifying the requirements patterns in problem domains of
knowledge construction. The requirements articulation has been examined in relation to enhance the
user’s competence and experience when they are engaged in the learning process [15].
2.1 Approaches for knowledge construction
Two instructional design approaches are commonly used to support the knowledge construction,
i.e. one-to-many and one-to-one approaches [16, 17, 18]. The former focuses on the expected learning
achievement from the learning service provider’s perspective. The content in a subject domain is
created and delivered to many users. It results often in irrelevant content and too much content being
offered to the individual users. This approach is criticised because individual user’s preferences and
prior knowledge are not taken into account during a design of the information provision. The latter
values the alignment between the individual user’s learning goal and the organisational strategy and
expectation [1, 19]. This approach is expected to enable the individuals to develop their competence
and enhance their performance based on what is required at the time by the workplace [20]. Therefore,
it should be capable of recognising and differentiating the learning needs, including cognitive styles,
competence and experience, prior-knowledge, and aptitudes.
2.2 Users cognitive characteristics in knowledge construction
An examination of users’ behaviours in a knowledge construction process reveals that they apply
personal learning methods together with various cognitive styles as means for accessing, perceiving,
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and processing new information [21, 22]. Myers and McCaulley [23] and Jung [24] classify several
complementary cognitive styles in Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). MBTI is a well-tested
instrument in both industry and academia for understanding and assessing people’s personality and the
way they interact with new information. Further to that, Fleming and Mills [25] developed a
framework for Visual (V), Auditory (A), Kinaesthetic (K) and Read/Write (R), i.e. VARK, which
defines sensory features of learners. Features in cognitive style are defined in [7] and constitute
individual’s personal information requirements (PIR) as formally described in (1).
PIR = (KCA × II × PI × Pk )

(1)

where

KCA = {J , P}× {F , T } = {( J , F ), ( J , T ),(P, F ), (P, T )} ,

II = {E , I }× {S , N } = {(E , S ), (E , N ),(I , S ), (I , N )}, and
PI = {p(V , A, R, K ) φ }

Knowledge construction approach (KCA) consists of four types: Feeler (F), Judger (J), perceiver
(P), and thinker (T). Interpreting Information (II) describes a way, such as extravert (E), introvert (I),
sensing (S), and intuitive (N), by which people understand a subject. Perceiving information (PI)
specifies the format preference of information content such as visual, auditory, kinaesthetic or
reading/writing. In addition to these features, prior-knowledge (Pk) is considered to measure user’s
knowledge gap such as good, enough, or poor, on a specific subject [26]. PIR features are

associated with the description of content in the content repository. They also form the
features of pedagogy for what kind of learning content are suitable, in what sequence the
content should be organised, and how the organised content ought to be presented. This
means that PIR can be used to devise content design strategies (DeS ) which are grouped in
four patterns as in (2).
DeS ⊂ (KCA× Pk) = {〈(k, c), p〉 | (k, c) ∈ KCA, p ∈ Pk}
where
DeS

pull

⊂

(2)

({(P , T ), enough } ∪ {(P , T ), good } ∪ {(P , F ), good } )

DeS push ⊂ ({(J , F ), poor}∪ {(J , T ), poor}∪ {( J , F ), enough}

DeS pull − push ⊂ ({(P, T ), poor }∪ {(P, F ), enough}∪ {( J , T ), good }

)

)

DeS push − pull ⊂ ({(P, F ), poor} ∪ {( J , T ), enough} ∪ {( J , F ), good }

)

DeS pull is concerned with narrowcasting information delivery. A typical scenario is that of a
piece of information that is provided on demand. This strategy is suitable for users who have enough
or good level of prior knowledge to a subject domain. These users do not normally prefer to be
overloaded with information that may increase deficiency of the knowledge construction by the
“noise” of information.
DeS push in contrast, considers that information provision serves the common interests to the user
with pre-defined information content and navigations. A typical scenario is of a user preferring to be
provided with all the relevant information and require constant guidance and notifications of
deadlines. The blended strategies DeS pull − push and DeS push − pull put the stress on flexibility for users
to navigate information content at appropriate level of details according to their level of priorknowledge.
DeS reflects the pedagogical strategies which will be used for a formulation of information
provision specifications [27]. Consequently, the specifications will be used to discover information
content from the repositories and assemble the content in a package. The searchable information
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content is structured in a form of objects which can be configured and reconfigured according to the
individual’s needs.
Requirements patterns matching
User requirements can be represented in specific structures. These structures may follow certain
patterns which can be used to discover similarity of the existing requirements to a new request [28].
Such analysis can be carried out by case-based reasoning (CBR) [29] whereby the user requirements
can be represented as a case C comprising a problem space of pl and a solution space of s defined as
C ⊂ ( pl , s ) and represented in (3).
n

pl ⊂ ∑ f i (vi , wi )

(3)

i −1

where
f i (vi ) : a description (value) of the problem feature

f i ( wi ) : a weight (usually between 0 and 1) of the problem feature
Each f i (vi , wi ) of pl corresponds to a feature of cognitive style, e.g. KCA, II, PI, and Pk, and a
weight according to its degree of significance to the knowledge construction. Figure 1 shows a
structure of the matching process with C I as an input case and C R as a case in the repository which is
a database that holds all cases. In the matching process, if pl of C I matches pli of C R , then, solution
space s of C I can be derived by reusing si of C R . In this work a target problem of C I is an inputted
new case which will be reasoned against the existing cases in the case repository [30, 31]. To derive
the solution space, C I is compared against C R through their corresponding features f i and f i R by
executing the Nearest Neighbour (NN) function of sim

(f

i

, fiR

) according to the rules specified in

the knowledge base. The resultant similar case (retrieved case), satisfies a threshold δ of the similarity
measure defined in (4).

Fig. 1. Case matching process. The input case C I is matched against a case
C R in the repository using rules specified in the knowledge base to derive the
solution space, s .
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⎧⎪1, given f i = f i R
sim( f i , f i ) = ⎨
⎪⎩0, given f i ≠ f i R
where
f i and f i R : attributes for a new case and retrieved case respectively.
R

(4)

sim ( f i , f i R ) : A similarity measure (as %) between the two cases for the feature f i .
With CBR, a temporal aspect of the case is another critical factor in solving a problem. Amongst
the alternative solutions, the temporality is often crucial to the problem space in the industrial nature
whose processes might yield different solutions at different times [32]. However, our work considers
that weighting is important as it indicates the degree of importance to KCA, II and PI. The value of
KCA influences greatly on the adoption of the value of II, PI and Pk . Each PIR can be considered
as a case and the elements of PIR correspond to the problem features in cases. The cases can further
be used to form patterns of information provision specifications.
3. Knowledge Construction Model
An ontology model in Figure 2, based on the principles of [13, 27] is designed to represent the
personalised information provision in the application domain of lifelong learning. In this model, the
affordance of articulates and maps transform the user needs onto the information provision
requirements in the form of ISselection, ISsequencing and ISpresentation. The affordance of configures will then
produce the information provision specifications based upon which the personalised content can be
packaged.
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Fig. 2. The ontology model for knowledge construction. User requirements are articulated and
captured in the profile, mapped onto information dimensions in an information space using the
reasoning process, configured into information provision specifications and then organised in a
repository to enable information provision specifications, discovering and retrieving suitable
content.
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3.1

Articulation of user’s needs

A person as user in the ontology chart can express requests for information from the content
repository. This request will be processed by the affordance of articulates which also requires the
antecedent of profile to provide the user preference, competency, and portfolio of qualifications and
experiences [33, 34, 35]. The profile in Figure 3 formally defines the user requirements.
Personal_Information captures individual’s information which is obtained from the process of
registers. The Security defines authentication for users. Learning_ Monitor consists of information for
tracking 1) a learning plan (e.g. activities and time frame) for the chosen subject in supporting the
knowledge construction process; and 2) feedback generated throughout this process. The monitoring
information will be used to revise the solution of C I s I −1 into C I s I . The user progress and

( )

( )

achievements are stored in the Performance which will further assist a formulation of competencies.
Interests stores users interests which can assist instructional provision in terms of useful planning for
short-term and long-term self-development, and collaborative learning based on the interests.
Portfolio contains a collection of references about users, such as learning history, qualifications,
strengths, achievements, and experiences. Portfolio assists the articulation of the user prior knowledge.
Information_Requirements includes two categories, Preferences which corresponds to PIR and
Content_Requirements (CR ) which consists of the parameters: (personal_goal, subject,
difficulty_level, resource_type, language) which represent the user’s learning request. For example,
one desires to study a subject of information systems design methods at the advanced level. The
content should be in English. The goal for acquiring such knowledge aims to become a competent
business analyst. This request should be satisfied by providing the right information content in the
subject domain. CR is normally coupled with PIR for personalising the requested information content.
Both PIR and CR form the problem features f1 ... f n of the case:

(

)

Fig. 3. User profile schema. This models user’s information requirements
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C = ((KCA,0.4), (II ,0.3), (PI ,0.3), (Pk,0.3), ( personal _ goal,0.1), (subject,0.1), (difficult _ level,0.3),
(resource_ type,0.1), (language,0.4), s )
In this description, PIR features as well as CR.difficult_level and CR.language are considered as
important conditions for a case to be reasoned for matching with user requirements patterns. The
parameters in Case will be used as the future reference to derive information space specifications in
the maps process. The articulate process accomplishes certain activities to elicit user requirements and
to formulate PIR [28].

3.2 Formulation of information provision requirements
In the ontology chart, the antecedence of Profile and Content Design can afford the concept of
maps. The maps carries out a process to transform the parameters in PIR and CR on to information
provision requirements. The information provision requirements characterise 1) what content should
be selected; 2) how the selected content should be navigated based on pedagogical instructions; and 3)
how the content and the navigations should be presented to the user in accordance with their
personalised requirements. These three aspects of the information provision requirements are
expressed formally in (5), (6) and (7).
(5)
ISselection ⊂ CR ∪ ( II × PI × Pk )
ISsequencing ⊂ CR ∪ DeS
ISpresentation ⊂ PI
Subsequently, these three

dimensions

s ⊂ ( IS selection , IS sequencing , IS presentation )

constitute

a

solution

s

for

(6)
(7)
a case,

i.e.

The process of maps is governed by a set of executable norms which describe the maps workflow.
A StartNorm and FinishNorm in Figure 4 define the maps process existence and its cease. Within a
life span of the process, two operational norms in Figure 5 are also defined to control the workflow of
maps.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Norm_maps xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=E:\XML\Norm_Schema20061106.xsd>
<StartNorm ID=N1.1>
<whenever> user's requirements are transformed onto information provision requirements
</whenever>
<if_condition> User Profile AND DeS exist </if_condition>
<then_agent> content designer </then_agent>
<is_deontic_operator> permitted </is_deontic_operator>
<to_action> formulate the three dimensions of IS </to_action>
</StartNorm>
<finishNorm ID=N1.2>
<whenever> user's requirements are transformed onto information space specifications
</whenever>
<if_condition> User Profile OR DeS no longer exist </if_condition>
<then_agent> content designer </then_agent>
<is_deontic_operator> obliged </is_deontic_operator>
<to_action> cease all the functions of maps </to_action>
</finishNorm>
</Norm_maps>
Fig. 4. The norms defining the existence of maps.
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N1.3 and N1.4 are the operational norms which specify two algorithms for creating a solution of
s for the new case. The algorithm in N1.3 generates the three dimensions of IS and the suitable
pedagogical strategy of DeS when there are no matching user requirements in Profile to
solve C I f i I , s . N1.4 creates s for the new case by reusing and revising the solution of the most

(

)

similar existing case. The computed new case will be stored in Profile for the future use.

4.

Validation and Discussion

The research presented in this paper is a part of the university’s initiative of e-learning. The
method and its techniques described have been applied in the transformation from traditional learning
paradigm to constructivist approaches in e-learning. The experiment of the techniques in the ontology
chart, such as articulates, maps, configures, and learning content, was carried out in a group of 61
users. Information Systems Engineering was chosen as the subject domain in which the user is
supported for knowledge construction. The content of the subject is designed in the form of learning
objects which are stored in the content repository. The learning objects are capable of facilitating the
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Norm_maps xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=E:\XML\Norm_Schema20061106.xsd>
<operationalNorm ID=N1.3>
<whenever> user's requirements are transformed onto information provision requirements
</whenever>
<if_condition> (CR.subject and CR.language do not matched with
Content_Requirements.Subject and Content_Requirements.Language) OR
simil(CI ,CR ) resulting δ < 85% </if_condition>
<then_agent> transformation mechanism </then_agent>
<is_deontic_operator> obliged </is_deontic_operator>
<to_action> generate s R ⊂ ( IS selection , IS sequencing , IS presentati on ) by using the algorithm:
ISselection ⊂ CR ∪ (II x PI x Pk); ISsequencing ⊂ CR ∪ DeS; ISpresentation ⊂ PI
</to_action>
</operationalNorm>
<operationalNorm ID=N1.4>
<whenever> user's requirements are transformed onto information provision requirements
</whenever>
<if_condition> (CR.subject and CR.language must be matched with
Content_Requirements.Subject and
Content_Requirements.Language) AND simil(CI ,CR ) resulting δ >= 85%
</if_condition>
<then_agent> case-based analyser </then_agent>
<is_deontic_operator> obliged </is_deontic_operator>
<to_action> generate s R ⊂ ( IS selection , IS sequencing , IS presentati on ) by using the retrieval algorithm:
m

Simil (C , C ) =
I

R

∑w

i

× sim( f i I , f i R )

i
m

∑w

× 100%

i

i

</to_action>
</operationalNorm>
</Norm_maps>
Fig. 5. The norms defining the functions of maps.
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content selection, sequencing and presentation for a personalised learning package.
A case base is created in a structure of {problem features, solution, feedback} (see Figure 6). The
problem features contain the parameters of PIR and CR as well as their associated weightings. In
articulates, two types of assessment, i.e. Cognitive Style Assessment (CSA) and Prior Knowledge
Assessment (PKA) [9] are used for capturing the PIR for the user. This user is also encouraged to
express a request in CR for gaining the knowledge in the subject domain to pursue the learning goal.
For example, the user, C 62 , requested to learn UML to become a business analyst. Based on this
request, the user’s profile is examined in conjunction with the assessment of his cognitive style and
prior knowledge. His PIR and CR were resulted in:

PIR = ((P, T ), (E , S ), (V , K ), enough )
CR = (bu sin ess analyst , UML, advanced , topic, English )
The solution, i.e. s , indicates that this user requires minimal constraints on the navigation between

different parts of content, because he is an active thinker and prefers to acquire the UML topic in a less
constrained manner. Although he has already some basic knowledge about the topic, he still wishes to
attend the topic at the advanced level with some pedagogical guidance. The PIR and CR were further
used to create his case of C 62 as shown in Figure 6. Based on how they significantly impact on
learning, all the 9 problem features are assigned with weighting as very high priority (0.4), high
priority (0.3) or low priority (0.1).
The maps executes the case matching
process by taking C 62 as input and matching it
against all the cases in the case-base. By
adopting [36], 10 cases are retrieved from the
case-base and presented in Table 1. N1.3,
which specifies a threshold at δ >= 85%,
decides that C 30 and C 15 are the most
relevant cases and their s can be adopted
by C 62 . In order to evaluate this decision,
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
(NDCG) is used [37]. The overall matching
against each relevant case in Table 1 is
processed by Discounted Cumulative Gain
(DCG) to identify their gain or usefulness in
their respective positions, p, in the rank.
However, the DCGp does not explicitly
distinguish which f i in the compared cases are
not matched, although the overall matching
may result in the same percentage. To
overcome such ambiguity, the user was given
the opportunity to judge the retrieved cases for
suitability. Each retrieved case is scaled as
highly relevant (3), fairly relevant (2),
marginally relevant (1) or irrelevant (0) [38]
from the user viewpoint toward the learning.

Fig. 6. A representation of the case
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Table 1
The ranking list of the relevant cases
Relevant Case

IDCGp

DCGp
Overall Match
(%)

Rankp

Log2Rankp

Value

User Scale

Ideal Rankp

62

30

91.30

1

0.0000

3.0000

3

1

62

15

91.30

2

1.0000

3.0000

3

2

62

52

82.61

3

1.5850

0.6309

1

4

62

6

73.91

4

2.0000

0.5000

1

5

62

46

69.57

5

2.3219

0.0000

0

7

62

28

69.57

6

2.5850

0.7737

2

3

62

8

65.22

7

2.8074

0.0000

0

8

62

10

65.22

8

3.0000

0.0000

0

9

62

23

65.22

9

3.1699

0.3155

1

10

62

24

65.22

10

3.3219

0.0000

0
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Total DCG

8.2201

Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )
Simil(C , C )

The user scales are then used by Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain (IDCG) to subjectively create
the ideal rank which differs from DCGp. The result of NDCG = 0.9581 indicates that the reasoning
process has effectively retrieved the relevant cases for discovering the user requirements formulated
in C 62 . The experiment has further processed three more new cases. Each NDCG result validated the
retrieval performance (see Table 2). All the results have consistently established that ∂ ≥ 85% is
appropriate threshold value to determine highly relevant retrieved cases.
In a knowledge construction process, the problem features may evolve over time. Therefore, the
existing training cases may be out-of-date for reasoning. The method needs to incorporate a selfevolving capability. The weighting to each problem feature cannot be adjusted according to the subject
classification in the current method. For example, the user may apply the cognitive style differently
from subject to subject (e.g. engineering or social science). The cognitive style is sometimes
determined by the prior knowledge when the new knowledge is being constructed. To improve this
end, the current weighting system will incorporate a control mechanism which enables a critical view
of the priority settings for case matching levels and also the effect that can be imposed on the
threshold value.
A feedback mechanism can be integrated in the ontology model. This mechanism can perform a
tracking function to monitor the user’s behaviour through the knowledge construction pathway. If a
user wishes to change the way by which the information content can be provided during the
knowledge construction process, those changes will appropriately be incorporated in the information
provision specifications. Requirements pattern mining algorithms are also necessary for improving the
efficiency and accuracy of requirements matching. All the techniques in the method will be designed
in a set of CASE tools which can systematically aid the creation and documentation of an ontology
model.
The functions and workflows in the model can be formally and logically described. The outcome
produced by the CASE tools can then be used as input to the learning management systems for
Table 2
Evaluating effectiveness of case-based retrieval system
Evaluation method
C63
C64
C62
NDCG
0.9581
0.9739
0.8503

10

C65
0.9662

Average
0.9371

personalised information discovery and provision.
5. Conclusion
Personalised information provision can be formally represented to support the knowledge
construction. In this paper we have suggested the use of ontology model to conceptualise the semantic
units which define the process from capturing the user’s needs to employing the personalised
information provision specifications for a delivery of information content. The norms embedded in the
semantic units execute this process that ensures the right information for the right need. The three key
processes in the method, i.e. articulates, maps and configures, perform various necessary functions: 1)
to facilitate the user profiling and articulate PIR and CR to form cases; 2) to execute the norms for
analysing the user requirements and information provision specifications; 3) to inference cognitive
features for personalisation; 4) to generate requirements patterns; and 5) to formulate requirements
specifications. The application of the method is validated by adopting the NDCG technique. The result
reflects the adequacy of modelling the information provision requirements and the suitability of CBR
to support the user requirements analysis. The method is being undertaken for critical improvement
which will enable its techniques to be used in other application domains.
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